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Three Essays on Political Violence 1976-01-01 violence and power is a collection of original essays written by dr
ken g irish bramble the essays were all written while the author was a graduate student at nyu the essays cover a
wide range of topics in the field of political science and caribbean studies while they are somewhat dated they each
cover timeless topics and provide meaningful insight
Essays on Violence 1987 essay from the year 2011 in the subject sociology relationships and family hacettepe
university language english abstract historically women have always been the main victim of domestic violence the
battered women s movement shows that patriarchy is privilege in our society which held that the husband as
master of the household had unquestionable authority to discipline his wife and children this paper will analyze the
background of family violence the reasons of domestic violence and the effects of cultural factors on it
The Conquest of Violence 1988 the violence of work demonstrates that violence has always been an important part
of work under capitalism the editors explore workplace violence in a diverse range of north american workplaces
from the nineteenth through the twenty first century
Violence and Power 2018-05-02 essay from the year 2012 in the subject politics topic public international law and
human rights grade 74 university of hull law school course human rights violations language english abstract
question although the use of violence by and against states displays many features that are specific to particular
cultures and situations there is an underlying logic of violence that takes a remarkably similar form in a multitude of
different contexts abstract for the question at hand a very complex question it seems of paramount importance to
disentangle its individual components before discovering its coherences i shall proceed as follows first i will present
my understanding of logic the underlying current giving this paper its direction and drive still in the first part i shall
introduce and define various forms of large scale violence to be kept inside the epistemological frame of this essay
secondly this paper will elaborate on the doer behind the deed i shall introduce the philosophical traditions and
formal features of contemporary states laying the ground for the contemplation of violence by and against states
government sponsored and stateperpetrated crime furthermore to shed light on the ramifications of violence
between the so called first and third world and in order to provide a link between the general and the specific this
paper would expose the international involvement in criminal structures and violent agency drawing on the
recurrent narratives and forms of violence discussed in the first two parts the third section will deepen the
dynamics of structures and resources that resurface in various contexts of large scale violence the chosen
examples will deal with the ambivalence of legal control and discursive power in their capacity as supportive
features to instigate violence this essay will conclude on contemplations which elude from a smooth narrative in my
conclusion i should summarize the main arguments and outline the implications resulting from the supposition of a
logic of violence the final part shall also provide an outlook to some of the many remaining challenges in the
context of international human rights and supranational criminology and their pursuit to stop violence
Violence as Politics 1973 the nature of police explores the everyday practices of police and policing as modes of
violence in the fabrication of social order
The Reasons of Family Violence 2012-03-13 rhetoric prepares the ground for action it is essential to social
change and social stability hence the essays in this book will introduce the reader to the cultural narratives of the
dagaaba of ghana and show how community beliefs and values are enacted in ritual celebrations as well as in
advocacy campaigns and social movements critical essays on dagaaba rhetoric is a pioneering effort in expanding
the scope of rhetoric beyond the mainstream of the discipline as an entry point into dagaaba rhetoric this book will
be a stimulus for further research on dagaaba rhetoric
The Violence of Work 2021-03-31 this popular comprehensive theory to practice text is designed to help teachers
understand the task of writing l2 writers the different pedagogical models used in current composition teaching and
reading writing connections moving from general themes to specific pedagogical concerns it includes practice
oriented chapters on the role of genre task construction course and lesson design writing assessment feedback
error treatment and classroom language grammar vocabulary style instruction although all topics are firmly
grounded in relevant research a distinguishing feature of the text is the array of hands on practical examples
materials and tasks that pre and in service teachers can use to develop the complex skills involved in teaching
second language writing each chapter includes questions for reflection further reading and resources reflection and
review and application activities an ideal text for l2 teacher preparation courses courses that include both l1 and l2
students and workshops for instructors of l2 writers in academic secondary and postsecondary settings the
accessible synthesis of theory and research enables readers to see the relevance of the field s knowledge base to
their own present or future classroom settings and student writers
The Logic of Violence 2012-11-21 in the wake of apartheid law and sacrifice draws on the uniquely expansive
protection of fundamental rights now entrenched in the south african constitution to outline a new theory of law the
south african constitution not only protects the rights of people against abuses of power by the state but also
against abuses of power by private legal subjects drawing upon the work of contemporary thinkers such as martin
heidegger hannah arendt george bataille jacques derrida emmanuel levinas and jean luc nancy the author elicits
the radical democratic potential of this horizontal notion of rights johan van der walt argues that apartheid must be
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understood as more than a racist abuse of power and here he articulates its sacrificial logic it is in going beyond this
logic he maintains that the truly democratic potential of the south african constitution can be understood in a
radical formal and substantive equality that offers the legal basis for rethinking a post apartheid future combining a
rigorous theoretical understanding with a subtle political engagement law and sacrifice is a dazzling interrogation of
the limits and possibilities of democratic pluralism it will be of interest to political and legal theorists as well as to
those who are concerned with south african law and politics
Essays on Interaethnic and Interethnic Violence 2003 combining a rigorous theoretical understanding with a subtle
political engagement law and sacrifice is a dazzling interrogation of the limits and possibilities of democratic
pluralism
Violent Order 2021-08-03 a practical guide to and demonstration of the ingenious and courageous actions of
researchers in this sensitive area this key text investigates the ethical and emotional issues arising from working
with the victims and perpetrators of violence
Violence for Equality 1980 this volume examines social influences on violent events and violent behavior
particularly concentrating on how the risks of violent criminal offending and victimization are influenced by
communities social situations and individuals the role of spouses and intimates the differences in violence levels
between males and females and the roles of psychoactive substances in violent events
Critical Essays on Dagaaba Rhetoric 2010 in the rotunda of the nation s capital a statue pays homage to three
famous nineteenth century american women suffragists elizabeth cady stanton susan b anthony and lucretia mott
historically the inscription beneath the marble statue notes these three stand unique and peerless in fact the statue
has a glaring omission lucy stone a pivotal leader in the fight for both abolition and gender equality her
achievements marked the beginning of the women s rights movement and helped to lay the groundwork for the
eventual winning of women s suffrage yet today most americans have never heard of lucy stone sally mcmillen sets
out to address this significant historical oversight in this engaging biography exploring her extraordinary life and
the role she played in crafting a more just society mcmillen restores lucy stone to her rightful place at the center of
the nineteenth century women s rights movement raised in a middle class massachusetts farm family stone
became convinced at an early age that education was key to women s independence and selfhood and went on to
attend the oberlin collegiate institute when she graduated in 1847 as one of the first women in the us to earn a
college degree she was drawn into the public sector as an activist and quickly became one of the most famous
orators of her day lecturing on anti slavery and women s rights she was instrumental in organizing and speaking at
several annual national woman s rights conventions throughout the 1850s she played a critical role in the
organization and leadership of the american equal rights association during the civil war and in 1869 cofounded the
american woman suffrage association one of two national women s rights organizations that fought for women s
right to vote encompassing stone s marriage to henry blackwell and the birth of their daughter alice as well as her
significant friendships with frederick douglass susan b anthony and others mcmillen s biography paints a complete
picture of stone s influential and eminently important life and work self effacing until the end of her life stone did
not relish the limelight the way elizabeth cady stanton did nor did she gain the many followers whom susan b
anthony attracted through her extensive travels and years of dedicated work yet her contributions to the woman s
rights movement were no less significant or revolutionary than those of her more widely lauded peers in this
accessible readable and historically grounded work lucy stone is finally given the standing she deserves
Teaching L2 Composition 2013-10 following on from writers at work the paragraph and writers at work the short
composition writers at work the essay will teach the basics of academic essay writing to intermediate level students
in writers at work the essay college and university students use the process approach to write different genres of
essays common at the post secondary level the most important being expository writing persuasive writing and
timed essay exams each chapter uses the same five step approach to writing that is used in the two lower level
books in each chapter students analyze a model essay noticing key organizational and linguistic features
brainstorm ideas write multiple drafts revise their work engage in peer reviews and share their finished work
chapters recycle and build upon previously taught material
Violence in Modern Literature 1972 acts of terror are everywhere not one day goes by without hearing about
the latest suicide bomb in baghdad knife stabbing in germany or shooting spree in france or in the united states a
christian extremist preacher claims that homosexuals deserve to die because he considers their lifestyle to be sinful
groups like isis perpetrate genocide against religious minorities and call for global jihad against infidels buddhist
monks in myanmar persecute the rohingya for fear that the muslim minority destroy their country and religion all
these actions seem to be somehow religiously motivated where the actors claim to act in accordance with their
beliefs in the midst of this spiral of violence seen across traditions and geographical locations there is a pressing
need to understand why people act as such in the name of their faith the global impact of religious violence
examines why individuals and groups sometimes commit irremediable atrocities and offers some solutions on how
to counter religiously inspired violence
Law and Sacrifice 2014-06-11 your guide to action when student writing crosses the line at what point should
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violent student expressions be considered a legitimate threat this legal handbook delves into the real life
experiences of administrators teachers and students to help you apply caution and logic in protecting your students
freedom of speech while also protecting the safety of everyone in the building gretchen oltman an experienced
educator and licensed attorney shows you how to prevent violence by creating a positive and safe school
environment guide teachers in assessing written threats of violence evaluate writing outside the classroom
including texting and facebook postings
Law and Sacrifice 2005 societies often struggle to address crime and violence within families as such behaviors
are often unreported and even concealed this multidisciplinary volume of cpfr addresses topics such as child abuse
spousal violence incarceration family life and delinquency intrafamily violence and policy related issues pertaining
to family violence
Researching Violence 2003 2024 25 uppsc mains descriptive solved papers general hindi essay and general studies
352 695 e this book contains previous years solved papers from 2018 to 2023
Understanding and Preventing Violence, Volume 3 1994-02-01 women violence and social change demonstrates
how refuges and shelters stand as the core of the battered women s movement providing a basis for pragmatic
support political action and radical renewal from this base movements in britain and the united states have
challenged the police courts and social services to provide greater assistance to women the book provides
important evidence on the way social movements can successfully challenge institutions of the state as well as
salutatory lessons on the nature of diverted and thwarted struggle throughout the book the dobashes years of
researching violence against women is illustrated in the depth of their analysis they maintain the tradition
established in their first book violence against wives which was widely accalimed
Lucy Stone 2014-12-30 this book engages a multidisciplinary approach to understand gandhi in addressing specific
contemporary societal issues the issues highlighted in the book through thirteen distinct yet interrelated themes
offer solutions to the societal challenges through the prism of gandhian thought process this edited book explores
how ideas gandhi expressed over a century ago can be applied today to issues from the un s sustainable
development goals to peaceful resolution of conflicts in particular it looks at the contemporary societies critical
issues and offers solutions through the prism of gandhian ideas written in an accessible style this book reintroduces
gandhi to today s audiences in relevant terms
Writers at Work: The Essay Student's Book 2008-01-14 making the stage is a collection of essays that examines the
role of theatre drama and performance in contemporary culture a culture that is growing increasingly technological
and isolated seemingly at odds with the very nature of theatre a collaborative and sometimes very primitive art
form through the course of these essays it is clear that theatre not only survives some of the challenges of the day
but even defines discussions particularly political ones which are prohibited by an increasingly manipulated media
the essays from a diverse group of theatre scholars examine the mechanics of theatre from space to sound to the
use of technology the role of women in creating theatre the relationship between theatre and literary art forms the
politics of theatre science and theatre and the role of performance art through them all it is clear that theatre
drama and performance continue to speak in significant ways
Alcohol, Drug, and Substance Abuse Among Juveniles 1984 presents research finding and information about school
violence in the u s with a focus on strategies for increasing school safety
7 Years UPSC IAS/ IPS Mains Essay Year-wise Solved Papers (2013 - 2019) 2020-05-24 offering rhetorically informed
strategic interventions this innovative collection moves beyond critiques of mental health issues problems and care
with sections that focus on methodological cultural and legal and pedagogical interventions readers will find an
engaging discussion of a discrete mental health phenomenon as well as a clear interventional takeaway in each
chapter contributors make use of critical discourse analyses ethnographic inquiries autoethnographic inquiries case
studies and textual analyses to engage such mental health research topics as postpartum depression among
chinese mothers insanity pleas anosognosia issues of intimacy access and embodiment in research projects
community support groups black mental health women in alcoholics anonymous and mental health in faculty
workshops and university online health tools the authors and editors create scholarship on mental health that
explicitly builds productive methodological theoretical and practical bridges among scholars and teachers in the
various specialties of writing and communication this collection will interest scholars students and practitioners in
health and medical humanities rhetoric of health and medicine health communication medical anthropology
scientific and technical communication disability studies and rhetorical studies generally
The Global Impact of Religious Violence 2016-10-25 the political is a collection of readings by the most
important political philosophers representing the six major schools of continental philosophy phenomenology
existentialism critical theory poststructuralism postmodernism and postcolonialism
Violence in Student Writing 2012-11-02 how reading and writing are collective acts of political pedagogy and
why the struggle for change must begin at the level of the sentence reading is class struggle writes bertolt brecht
politically red contextualizes contemporary demands for social and racial justice by exploring the shifting relations
between politics and literacy through a series of creative readings of karl marx rosa luxemburg walter benjamin w e
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b du bois fredric jameson and others it casts light on history as an accumulation of violence and in doing so
suggests that it can become a crucial resource for confronting the present insurgence of inequality racism and
fascism reading between the lines as it were and even behind them cadava and nadal melsió engage in an
inventive mode of activist writing to argue that reading and writing are never solitary tasks but always collaborative
and collective and able to revitalize our shared political imagination drawing on what they call a red common
wealth an archive of vast resources for doing political work and in particular anti racist work they demonstrate that
sentences as dynamic repositories of social relations are historical and political events
Violence and Crime in the Family 2015-09-07 writing for college the eight step program to writing academic
argument papers using the template method is designed to help students who have been needlessly struggling with
writing for their college classes because the they fail to understand how college writing differs from other types of
writings this book has two goals one to provide you the student with a template to follow in composing your own
standard academic essay and two to explain how and why you should follow the process of producing original
researched academic essays when trying to prove competency in english writing in colleges and universities you
know how to write what you need are the rhetorical skills to help you write better this book can help
2024-25 UPPSC Mains Descriptive Solved Papers General Hindi, Essay and General Studies 2003-12-16
women can make a unique and valuable contribution to countering terrorism and violent extremism their
participation in the wider fight against terrorism and violent extremism is essential this is why nato continues to
encourage its allies and partners to engage more systematically on the nexus between gender and counter
terrorism this book presents edited contributions presented at the nato advanced research workshop arw
enhancing women s roles in international preventing and countering violent extremism efforts held in madrid spain
from 19 21 march 2018 organized by hedayah and the fundación para el análisis y los estudios sociales faes the
workshop was aimed at building on existing good practice and recommendations from the fields of countering
violent extremism cve and women peace and security wps recognizing that while many women facilitate acts of
terrorism willingly support terrorist groups and perform terrorist acts they can also play a key role in preventing the
violent extremism the fight against terrorism requires a whole society approach in which women s participation is
essential contributors to this volume explore the extent to which terrorism and violent extremism are gendered
activities they also discuss the importance of women s social and political participation in helping to counter acts of
terror and violence evidence based research is used to identify how women can be empowered to enhance the fight
against terrorism and to identify opportunities for substantive meaningful roles across a wide spectrum of counter
terrorism activities given current and emerging threats the book focuses in particular on nato countries partners in
the middle east and north africa and will be of particular interest to all those involved with security and gender
issues
Women, Violence and Social Change 2022-02-11 the presented book upsc civil services 29 years ias prelims gs
paper 1 csat paper 2 which is thoroughly revised and updated and is in 2 color texts covers the questions of the last
29 years for general studies 1995 2023 csat 2011 2023 a chapters have been prepared according to the previous
years upsc civil services prelims paper the book has also been incorporated with information instructions for civil
services exams plan schemes of examinations tips strategies along with time management for civil services exams
preparation explanations are error free as well as precise asked questions are arranged in topics such as history of
india physical indian world geography indian polity governance economic social development general issues on
environment ecology bio diversity climate change general science general knowledge and current events in csat
question papers are categorised such as general comprehension interpersonal
Gandhi in the Twenty First Century 2020-11-30
Making the Stage 2003-01-30
Ensuring Safe School Environments 2001
Resources in Education 2022-02-06
Strategic Interventions in Mental Health Rhetoric 1981
The Morality of Brutality 2002-01-21
The Political 2000
Youth Culture and Violence 2023-12-05
Politically Red 2012-04-13
Writing for College: the Eight Step Program to Writing Academic Argument Papers Using the Template Method 1982
Criminal Violence 2019-02-19
Enhancing Women’s Roles in Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism (P/CVE) 2023-06-17
UPSC Civil Services 29 Years IAS Prelims GS Paper 1 & CSAT Paper 2 Topic-Wise Solved Papers 1 & 2
1995-2023
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